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Messenger is the masterful third novel in the Giver Quartet, which began with the dystopian 
bestseller The Giver, now a major motion picture.
 
Matty has lived in Village and flourished under the guidance of Seer, a blind man known for 
his special sight. Village once welcomed newcomers, but something sinister has seeped into 
Village and the people have voted to close it to outsiders. Matty has been invaluable as a 
messenger. Now he must risk everything to make one last journey through the 
treacherous forest with his only weapon, a power he unexpectedly discovers within himself.

Critically acclaimed and bestselling author Lois Lowry returns with MESSENGER; the 
eagerly anticipated companion to Gathering Blue and The Giver, winner of the Newbery 
Medal.Lois Lowry was twice the recipient of the Newbery Medal, for Number the Stars and 
for The Giver. She lives in Maine.
Other Books
Writing New Adult Fiction, Join the New Adult Fiction revolution! From Sylvia Day's Bared to 
You to Jamie McGuire's Beautiful Disaster, new adult fiction has arrived--and it's hotter 
than ever. But there's more to this category than its 18-to-26-year-old characters: The 
success of your story depends on authentically depicting the transition of your young 
protagonists from teenhood to adulthood. With Writing New Adult Fiction, you'll learn how 
to capture the spirit of freedom, self-discovery, and romance that defines the new adult 
experience. • Create memorable characters that act and sound like new adults. • Sculpt a 
distinct personality for your fiction with POV, voice, tone, and word choices. • Build a unique, 
captivating plot that satisfies your audience from beginning to end. • Learn tools for 
revising effectively and efficiently in a speed-driven market. • Weigh the options for your 
path to publication: traditional, indie, and hybrid. The new adult category is filled with 
opportunities to break in with distinct plots and original characters. Make your mark by 
writing a novel that's fresh, unique--and wholly new adult!
�����. My dear  fiction writer , can you spell G-I-F-T H-O-R-S-E? This is all exacerbated by 
our culture's willingness to accept the college years as the time to indulge oneself and 
experiment. This is the peak phase for indulging in many “bad” ..."
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